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Once upon a time, the Carnegie Library sat 
on a wooded bluff on the east side of town: red 
brick and fieldstone, with turrets and broad 
windows facing the trees. Inside, green glass-
shaded lamps cast warm yellow light onto oak 
tables ringed with spindle-backed chairs.

Books filled the dark shelves that stretched 
high up toward the pressed-tin ceiling. The 
floors were wood, except in the foyer, where 
they were pale beige marble. The loudest 
sounds were the ticking of the clock and the 
quiet, rhythmic thwack of a rubber stamp on a 
pasteboard card.

It was a cozy, orderly place.
Through twelve presidents and two world 

wars, the elms and maples grew tall outside 
the deep bay windows. Children leaped from 
Peter Pan to Oliver Twist and off to college, re-
placed at Story Hour by their younger broth-
ers, cousins, daughters. 
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Then the library board—men in suits, seri-
ous men, men of money—met and cast their 
votes for progress. A new library, with fluo-
rescent lights, much better for the children’s 
eyes. Picture windows, automated systems, 
ergonomic plastic chairs. The town approved 
the levy, and the new library was built across 
town, convenient to the community center and 
the mall.

Some books were boxed and trundled down 
Broad Street, many others stamped discard 
and left where they were, for a book sale in the 
fall. Interns from the university used the lat-
est technology to transfer the cumbersome old 
card file and all the records onto floppy disks 
and microfiche. Progress, progress, progress.

The Ralph P. Mossberger Library (named 
after the local philanthropist and car dealer 
who had written the largest check) opened 
on a drizzly morning in late April. Everyone 
attended the ribbon-cutting ceremony and 
stayed for the speeches, because there would 
be cake after.
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Everyone except the seven librarians from 
the Carnegie Library on the bluff across town. 

Quietly, without a fuss (they were librar-
ians, after all), while the town looked toward 
the future, they bought supplies: loose tea and 
English biscuits, packets of Bird’s pudding 
and cans of beef-barley soup. They rearranged 
some of the shelves, brought in a few com-
fortable armchairs, nice china and teapots, a 
couch, towels for the shower, and some small 
braided rugs.

Then they locked the door behind them.
Each morning they woke and went about 

their chores. They shelved and stamped and 
cataloged, and in the evenings, every night, 
they read by lamplight.

Perhaps, for a while, some citizens remem-
bered the old library, with the warm nostalgia 
of a favorite childhood toy that had disap-
peared one summer, never seen again. Others 
assumed it had been torn down long ago. 

And so a year went by, then two, or perhaps 
a great many more. Inside, time had ceased to 
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matter. Grass and brambles grew thick and tall 
around the fieldstone steps, and trees arched 
overhead as the forest folded itself around 
them like a cloak.

Inside, the seven librarians lived, quiet and 
content.

Until the day they found the baby.
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Librarians are guardians of books. They 
guide others along their paths, offering keys to 
help unlock the doors of knowledge. But these 
seven had become a closed circle, no one to 
guide, no new minds to open onto worlds of 
possibility. They kept themselves busy, tidy-
ing orderly shelves and mending barely frayed 
bindings with stiff netting and glue, and began 
to bicker.

Ruth and Edith had been up half the night, 
arguing about whether or not subway tokens 
(of which there were half a dozen in the Lost 
and Found box) could be used to cast the I 
Ching. And so Blythe was on the stepstool in 
the 299s, reshelving the volume of hexagrams, 
when she heard the knock.

Odd, she thought. It’s been some time since 
we’ve had visitors.

She tugged futilely at her shapeless cardi-
gan as she clambered off the stool and trotted 
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to the front door, where she stopped abruptly, 
her hand to her mouth in surprise.

A wicker basket, its contents covered with a 
red-checked cloth, as if for a picnic, lay in the 
wooden box beneath the Book Return chute. 
A small, cream-colored envelope poked out 
from one side.

“How nice!” Blythe said aloud, clapping 
her hands. She thought of fried chicken and 
potato salad—of which she was awfully fond— 
a Mason jar of lemonade, perhaps even a 
cherry pie? She lifted the basket by its round-
arched handle. Heavy, for a picnic. But then, 
there were seven of them. Although Olive just 
ate like a bird, these days.

She turned and set it on top of the Circulation 
Desk, pulling the envelope free.

“What’s that?” Marian asked, her lips in 
their accustomed moue of displeasure, as if the 
basket were an agent of chaos, existing solely 
to disrupt the tidy array of rubber stamps and 
file boxes that were her domain.
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“A present,” said Blythe. “I think it might 
be lunch.”

Marian frowned. “For you?”
“I don’t know yet. There’s a note…” Blythe 

held up the envelope and peered at it. “No,” 
she said. “It’s addressed to ‘The Librarians. 
Overdue Books Department.’”

“Well, that would be me,” Marian said 
curtly. She was the youngest, and wore trouser 
suits with silk T-shirts. She had once been 
blond. She reached across the counter, plucked 
the envelope from Blythe’s plump fingers, and 
sliced it open it with a filigreed brass stiletto.

“Hmph,” she said after she’d scanned the 
contents.

“It is lunch, isn’t it?” asked Blythe.
“Hardly.” Marian began to read aloud:

This is overdue. Quite a bit, I’m afraid. 
I apologize. We moved to Topeka 
when I was very small, and Mother 
accidentally packed it up with the 
linens. I have traveled a long way to 
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return it, and I know the fine must be 
large, but I have no money. As it is a 
book of fairy tales, I thought payment of 
a first-born child would be acceptable. I 
always loved the library. I’m sure she’ll 
be happy there.

Blythe lifted the edge of the cloth. “Oh, my 
stars!”

A baby girl with a shock of wire-stiff black 
hair stared up at her, green eyes wide and 
curious. She was contentedly chewing on the 
corner of a blue book, half as big as she was. 
Fairy Tales of the Brothers Grimm.

“The Rackham illustrations,” Blythe said 
as she eased the book away from the baby. 
“That’s a lovely edition.”

“But when was it checked out?” Marian 
demanded.
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Blythe opened the cover and pulled the 
ruled card from the inside pocket. “October 
seventeenth, 1938,” she said, shaking her head. 
“Goodness, at two cents a day, that’s…” She 
shook her head again. Blythe had never been 
good with figures.
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They made a crib for her in the bottom 
drawer of a file cabinet, displacing acquisition 
orders, zoning permits, and the instructions 
for the mimeograph, which they rarely used.

Ruth consulted Dr. Spock. Edith read Piaget. 
The two of them peered from text to infant 
and back again for a good long while before 
deciding that she was probably about nine 
months old. They sighed. Too young to read.

So they fed her cream and let her gum on 
biscuits, and each of the seven cooed and 
clucked and tickled her pink toes when they 
thought the others weren’t looking. Harriet 
had been the oldest of nine girls, and knew 
more about babies than she really cared to. She 
washed and changed the diapers that had been 
tucked into the basket, and read Goodnight 
Moon and Pat the Bunny to the little girl, whom 
she called Polly—short for Polyhymnia, the 
muse of oratory and sacred song.

Blythe called her Bitsy, and Li’l Precious.
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Marian called her “the foundling,” or “That 
Child You Took In,” but did her share of cooing 
and clucking, just the same.

When the child began to walk, Dorothy 
blocked the staircase with stacks of Comptons, 
which she felt was an inferior encyclopedia, 
and let her pull herself up on the bottom 
drawers of the card catalog. Anyone looking 
up Zithers or Zippers (see Slide Fasteners) soon 
found many of the cards fused together with 
grape jam. When she began to talk, they made 
a little bed nook next to the fireplace in the 
Children’s Room. 

It was high time for Olive to begin the 
child’s education.


